Elevate meeting productivity.
Video Collaboration made simple with
award-winning software and hardware.

The Lifesize App
Secure for IT, easy for everyone.
Our cloud-based app is designed to support all of the different ways your
team likes to collaborate — audio, web and video conferencing, chat and
the ability to stream and record meetings all from one application.

Lifesize Video Room Solutions
A video solution for every meeting space.
We design, develop and produce our own conference room hardware
and software. Our highly praised (and deservedly awarded) Lifesize®
Icon™ Series is a complete video room solution, while our Lifesize Dash™
software-based room solution lets you transform your smallest rooms
into collaboration hot spots.

Lifesize® Phone™ HD
The smartphone for your conference room.
Make video and audio calls with unrivaled audio quality, search the
directory, share your screen and control the video pan/tilt/zoom right
from the customizable touchscreen.

Lifesize Share™
Wireless presenting made simple.
Eliminate the clutter of cables, cords and connectors to deliver a wireless
solution for presenting content in any meeting room. Lifesize Share uses
ultrasonic audio waves to connect presenters to the room display, giving
you plug-and-play screen sharing … minus the plug.

A complete solution from the cloud to the conference room.
Web, Mobile and Desktop App

Plug-and-Play Room Systems

Standards-Based Interoperability

No more juggling collaboration apps
to stay connected. Lifesize is a single
app built for all of the ways your team
connects and all of the devices they love
to use.

The conference room is still the heart of
most meetings. We offer HD conference
room cameras and touchscreen phones
for mini, small, medium and auditoriumsized meeting rooms.

Lifesize supports any-to-any connectivity
irrespective of devices. We play well with
others, including Skype for Business/
Teams, Slack, HipChat, Cisco and
Polycom, to name a few.

Built around the features that matter most for the team collaboration.
Search-Based Directory

Audio-Only Conference Mode

Just click on a name to start a call – no hold music,
no waiting for moderators, no dial strings. It’s as
easy as making a call can be.

Trade in your old audio-only solution for a more
modern collaboration solution to cover video, web
and audio conferencing with local dial-in numbers
in more than 60 countries.

Scheduling and Calendar Integrations

Chat and Group Chat

Set recurring meetings and easily send guest
invites from the mail and calendar apps you use
every day. You can even see a list of upcoming
meetings from your conference room system.

Lifesize chat adds another level of communication,
a text level. We also integrate with chat apps like
Slack and HipChat to add Lifesize video to your
existing chat workflows.

Wireless Screen Sharing

Centralized Management Console

Transform your video call into a web conference
by sharing your screen or presentation. That way
you can collaborate on a document in addition to
communicating face-to-face.

Admins can pull in-depth reports on usage and
room participation, modify account-level settings
like Single Sign-on and receive real-time health
monitoring alerts from their browser.

Streaming and Recording

AES and TLS Encryption

Stream meetings to up to 10,000 live attendees.
You can also record and share meetings from your
personal video library in your Lifesize account.

Our controls, policies and vendor management
are aligned with ISO best practices, and all
communication streams support 128-bit AES and
TLS encryption for all signaling by default.

Unlimited Guest Invites

24x7x365 Extreme Support

Connect with anyone inside or outside of your
organization with our seamless guest experience –
no downloads or plugins required, and guests can
join right from their browser.

We offer a 99.9% uptime service level agreement,
and our dedicated Extreme Support team is
available 24x7x365 with a 1-hour initial meaningful
response time.

Go to lifesize.com to start your free trial.

